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U.S. public holds a dim view of American coal.


To most people, coal is synonymous with 
electricity at the lowest cost
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United States proven coal reserves: 255 billion tons
 (> 25% of the world’s) 

Coal is United States’ unmatched wealth 
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5 Can the coal jobs be recovered? 

Coal employment "can't be brought back to where it was before the 
election of Barack Obama.” 

Robert Murray, CEO of Murray Energy 

“I absolutely have no idea how they could take steps to bring back 
coal to the levels that we saw in 2008,”  
 

 John Deskins, Director of the Bureau of Business  
and Economic Research at West Virginia University 
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6Industrial Revolution:
!  Began 2 centuries ago in Britain
!  Changed the course of economic history

Gregory Clark (2007) A Farewell to Alms: A Brief Economic History  
of the World. Princeton University Press.  
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The two drivers of Industrial Revolution:
!  Rapid technological development
!  Ready access to coal
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Coal: a foundation for economic development
!  A lot more than a cheap and readily available energy source
!  A universal source of emerging materials and chemicals
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9Cheap oil displaced coal in the 20th century 
!  Became the primary source of fuels, chemicals and materials
!  Was easier and cheaper to extract, convert, distill and refine
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Coal industry relied on technology 
development to reinvent itself.

Coal became synonymous with electricity
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11The electricity coal market is in decline 

Only a game-changing technology  
can create them at relevant scale.

Coal desperately needs new markets
U.S. Coal Consumption for Electricity from 2005 to 2016  U.S. Coal Production from 2005 to 2016 
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The coal industry must once again embrace 
technology and reinvent itself. 


Coal is too valuable to burn.
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14Coal conversion: strategic initiative in China 

Source: ICIS Chemical Business
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Coal conversion processes are very costly:
! High pressure and temperatures
! High CO2 emissions 
! High energy consumption
! Must be deployed at large scales 


Coal conversion has a problem – 
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16 Poor environmental footprint 
High capital & operating costs.

A typical Fischer-Tropsch plant:
!  CAPEX: >$75,000+ per barrel day of production
!  Cost: ~$4B for a 50,000 bpd plant
!  CO2 emissions: > 700 kgCO2 / barrel
!  75% of CAPEX due to gasification
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New generation of technologies are needed

Requirements: 
! CAPEX: < $20,000 / barrel day of production
! Viable at smaller scales (10,000- bpd)
! Direct conversion to value-added products
! Reduced greenhouse gas profile
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18 Wave Liquefaction™ is game changing 

It cleanly and efficiently combines coal and natural gas to 
produce crude oil, fuels, chemicals, and carbon materials. 

Natural 
Gas

Domestic 
Coal

Crude Oil Carbon 
Materials

Originally developed with DARPA funding at a DOE national 
lab for production of jet fuel from coal for the US Air Force.

Will create new markets for coal impacting advanced 
manufacturing, national security, energy, and infrastructure.
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19 Wave Liquefaction™ process: 

Environmentally responsible, 
economically attractive coal 

conversion technology.

Key advantages :
!  economically competitive ($30-$45/bbl)
!  low capital requirements ($15K/bpd)
!  virtually zero CO2 emissions
!  no water consumption
!  very high feed and product flexibility
!  direct conversion of domestic coal to 

crude oil, chemicals, and materials.
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Principles of Direct Coal Liquefaction  
!  Breaking down coal’s macromolecular structure
!  Increasing hydrogen content of the liquid products 

High pressures and temperatures ! High CAPEX and OPEX
Need for hydrogen production ! High CO2 emissions and water consumption
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21 Wave Liquefaction™ takes a different approach… 

21 

Microwave/RF energy creates intense reaction 
zones localized around solid particles.

Bulk temperatures remain below pyrolytic 
temperatures, while coal particles within 
fractions of a second are rapidly heated to 
>1200 °С.

Snapshot 
from 

8000 fps 
video 

Emergent process advantages:
!  High (80%) thermal efficiencies
!  Suppression of secondary reactions

!  High liquid yields (> 60%)
!  Low gas yields (<< 5%)

!  Short residence times (< 1 sec)
!  High throughput
!  Small form-factor
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22 …aided by direct methane activation  

22 

Low-energy process gas ionization promotes 
direct activation of methane, which results in:
•  Direct incorporation of methane carbon and 

hydrogen into products (methylation)
•  Stabilization of radicals and suppression of 

secondary reactions
•  Production of excess hydrogen satisfying all 

downstream upgrading needs.



Snapshot 
from 

8000 fps 
video 

Emergent process advantages:
!  Improved oil quality compared to 

conventional pyrolysis / direct coal 
liquefaction 
!  API > 10
!  % aromatic carbon < 50%

!  In situ hydrogen production without SMR
!  Virtually zero CO2 emissions
!  No process water consumption
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23 Small-scale reactor results in low capital costs 

Up to 2 barrel/day at current scale
!  only 1 quart reactor volume
!  very high throughput
!  subsecond residence times
!  operation at ambient pressure
!  low bulk gas temperatures

No need for thick reactor walls 
made of exotic alloys and 
costly refractory materials

H Quest Vanguard, Inc | DE-SC0015895 STTR Phase I Project Review | For DOE/NETL use only
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24 Envisioning a wide range of applications 
Conversion of cost-advantaged domestic coal to:
-  crude oil and fuels: unconventional oil at lower costs with 

improved environmental profile; 
-  chemicals: BTEX, alkylated and methylated aromatic 

basestocks, phenolics
-  materials: activated carbon, specialty carbons, carbon fiber

Natural gas applications (TRL 2-4):
-  direct methane conversion / hydrogen production: 

eliminates steam-methane reforming: reduces CO2 emissions 
and water consumption 

-  added-value chemicals: ethylene, acetylene, etc
-  materials: demonstrated production of specialty carbons
-  alternative GTL route: incorporation of methane in coal and/

or biomass fuels as an alternative approach to gas-to-liquids

Heavy oil upgrading opportunities (TRL 1-2):
-  potential for oil hydrotreating / hydrogenation with little to 

no GHG emissions or water consumption
-  potential for asphaltene conversion, oil desulfurization, 

resid and heavy fuel oil upgrading, other microwave-
enhanced catalytic cracking applications
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25 Synthetic crude: the largest market 

Coal liquids have been refined to fuels since 19231: 
!  to jet fuel2,4, diesel3 and gasoline3 
!  using conventional, oil refinery-employed processes
!  stand-alone or blended with conventional petroleum
!  at laboratory, pilot and industrial scales.

1Huff, Coal Tar as a Source of Fuel for Internal-Combustion Engines, Industrial & Engineering Chemistry, 1923
2Balster et al, Development of an advanced, thermally stable, coal-based jet fuel, Fuel Processing Technologies, 2008 
3Kan et al, Production of Gasoline and Diesel from Coal Tar via Its Catalytic Hydrogenation in Serial Fixed Beds, Energy & Fuels, 2012
4Bartis & Flint, Constraints on JP–900 Jet Fuel Production Concepts, RAND Report, 2007
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26 Wave Liquefaction™ syncrude 

Wave Liquefaction™ coal-derived oils:
!  have been upgraded to fuels at laboratory scale (initial DARPA 

study targeting jet fuels);
!  will have higher energy density and lower freeze point than 

conventional distillate fuels;
!  have projected life-cycle greenhouse gas emissions that are 

10% lower than for conventional petroleum fuels.
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27 Coal fuels can be cleaner than petroleum!  

Current State of the Art Technologies1

Conventional 
Petroleum



Indirect Coal 
Liquefaction

(FT)

Direct Coal 
Liquefaction  

(CMSL)

Wave 
Liquefaction™2

(Grid Power)
CO2 Process Emissions          
(kgCO2/bbl) 33 706 434 13
Well-to-Wheels CO2 (gCO2eq/
MJ) 88 195 157 80

Compared to petroleum jet fuel production, per barrel:
!  Life-cycle emissions can be 10% lower
!  Direct CO2 process emissions can be 60% lower


1Life Cycle Greenhouse Gas Emissions from Alternative Jet Fuels, MIT 2010 
2DARPA HR0011-10-0088-FTR1107 Final Technical Report, Battelle/PNNL 2013 

Jet Fuel Production: CO2 emission comparison

Key Factor: Hydrogen plant elimination
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28 Compared to other unconventional oil plays 

Tight 
(shale) oil Deep water  Extra heavy oil

Tar sands
Conventional 

coal-to-liquids
Wave 

Liquefaction™
Marginal costs 
to produce 1 

barrel 
$50-$771 $54-$601 $35-$752 >$662  $30-$453

Capital 
 intensive  YES  YES  YES  YES NO

Technology  
intensive  YES  YES  YES  YES NO
Energy  

intensive      YES  YES NO
Environmental  

impact
High water use, 

contamination, high 
GHG emissions

Risk of catastrophic 
spills (Deepwater 

Horizon!)

High CO2 emissions,  
high water 

consumption

High CO2 emissions,  
high water 

consumption

No CO2 
emissions

Other 
challenges

 Fast well depletion 
(90% in 3 years), 

high transport costs
    Economic only at 

large scales
No Depletion!

Economic even at 
smaller scales

1http://uk.reuters.com/article/2014/08/15/opec-budget-idUKL6N0QL1VY20140815, 
2http://www.reuters.com/article/2009/07/28/oil-cost-factbox-idUSLS12407420090728 
3Battelle techno-economic analysis, 2012. The Battelle techno-economic analysis “all-in” cost includes coal, 
gas, power, salaries, maintenance, insurance, G&A, interest, taxes, and depreciation for operations in a 
commercial-scale plant. 
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29 Impact on Appalachia (example) 
A single 10,000 barrel/day plant:

!  Projected to cost only $150M.
!  Profitable even at low oil prices
!  Creates 80 direct jobs
!  Induces > 300 indirect jobs
!  Needs zero government subsidies

Impact of just one refinery:
!  Catlettsburg refinery processes 

242,000 barrels/day (bpd)
!  25 mine-mouth 10,000 bpd plants 

distributed in KY, WV, PA and OH 
would be required to supply this 
refinery

!  Brand new demand for 30M tons 
of coal / year and > 8000 new 
direct and indirect jobs
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30

Supplying a single 242,000 barrel/day refinery would:
!  require ~30M tons of coal per year (~30% of 2015 WV coal production)
!  create upwards of 8000 direct mining and manufacturing jobs
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31 Conventional uses for coal liquids 

Source: Koppers, Inc.
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Tesla projects 1 million annual sales by 2020.
Needs 50 kg of graphite for each battery pack.

http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-05-04/tesla-s-wild-new-forecast-changes-the-trajectory-of-an-entire-industry
http://www.reuters.com/article/us-tesla-results-idUSKCN0XV2JL
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33 High-grade synthetic graphite 

Demanding applications
!  Nuclear industry, chemical processing, aerospace, 

energy generation, and others
Preferred electrode material for lithium-ion batteries

!  Tesla alone would require >50K tons/year by 2020.
!  Corresponds to demand of 0.5M-1M tons of coal per year, 

    (based on 5-10% yields per ton of coal)
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Carbon Fiber
Carbon fiber: material of the 21st century 

Use restricted to aerospace, sports equipment, luxury vehicles
!  High cost is the hurdle to broad industrial adoption: >$20 / kg
!  Cost of petroleum-derived precursors: $5.00 / kg
!  Cost of a coal-based precursor could be as low as $0.40 / kg

 

Set to displace metals in manufacturing and construction
!  Lighter and stronger than steel
!  More conductive than aluminum or copper
!  Withstands extreme temperatures, does not corrode, does not 

expand when heated, … 

Low-cost coal-derived precursor can catalyze 
explosive growth of the carbon fiber market
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Coal-derived carbon fiber 
Of the world’s 15 carbon fiber producers, only two (Mitsubishi and 
Nippon Steel) produce the highest grade graphitic carbon fibers from 
coal tar pitch.

Coal tar pitch is a heavy by-product of metallurgical coking plants 
with inconsistent properties. It requires extensive processing and 
cleaning for use as carbon fiber precursor.

Today, the highest grade carbon fiber (>$80/kg) is made 
from coal tar pitch. High precursor production costs 
prevent wide adoption of coal-based carbon fiber.

Wave Liquefaction™ can convert coal directly into pitch with 
desired properties avoiding contamination, which drastically 
reduces costs of conversion and carbon fiber production.

Wave Liquefaction™ can dramatically decrease production costs 
and promote broad adoption of coal-derived carbon fiber in 

industrial sectors from infrastructure to energy to manufacturing. 
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36 Markets for coal-based carbon fiber 
Aerospace and national defense
•  Engine components for jet aircraft, helicopters, and rockets
•  Structural elements for spacecraft and satellites
•  Heat pipes and shields for spacecraft and return vehicles

Civil engineering and public infrastructure
•  Structural and seismic reinforcement
•  Corrosion-resistant components and tubing 
•  Concrete bridge and structure repairs 

Environment and energy
•  Flywheels, centrifuges and rotors
•  Wind turbine blades
•  Tubing for drilling rigs and pipelines

Automotive and manufacturing
•  Lighter drivetrains, brakes, and injection-molded parts
•  Rollers and other rotating machinery components
•  Heat conductors and insulators
•  Precision robotic manipulators
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37 Commercialization strategy: staged deployment 

100 bpd 

1,000 bpd 

10,000+ bpd 

Scale:  1,000 barrel/day
System: first commercial plant 
Goals:  proving scalability
Product: coal chemicals

Scale:  100-200 barrel/day
System: industrial demo
Goals:  derisking & profitability
Product: materials, chemicals

Scale:  10,000+ barrel/day
System: fully proven technology
Goals:  commercial exploitation
Product: synthetic crude oil

Target early revenue generation at small scales.
Incrementally build capabilities and enter larger markets.
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Scale: 100-200 barrel/day
System: industrial demo
Goals: demonstration, 

 early revenue

Scale: 1,000 barrel/day
System: first commercial plant 
Goals: profitability

Scale: At least 10K barrel/day
System: fully proven technology
Goals: commercial exploitation

Single industrial 
scale reactor

First commercial 
plant (single-train)

Commercial 
synthetic oil & 

fuels plant

Incremental, modular scale-up 
Year 3 Year 4-6 Year 6-8
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39 Technology development timeline 

!  2009-2011: DARPA funding1 to build a prototype reactor at a DOE 
National Laboratory

!  2011-2013: H Quest funding to build laboratory-scale system and to 
test 9 different coals

!  2014: H Quest Vanguard, Inc started commercialization in Pittsburgh: 
5,000 sq ft high bay facility at the former Gulf Labs 
research campus (currently U-PARC)

1Contract no. HR0011-10-0088 

Development of an alternative approach to direct liquefaction, 
specifically addressing the economic and environmental 

challenges associated with conventional liquefaction
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40 Scale-up progression 

Scale: N/A
System: concept

2009-2010 2012-2013 2014-20162010-2011

Scale: 30 g/hr
System: bench

Scale: 150-900 g/hr
System: laboratory

2017-2018

Scale: 3 kg/hr
System: engineering

Scale: 30 kg/hr
System: pilot

!  Since 2010, the process has been scaled-up 100x times.
!  Starting in 2014, technology development takes place at 

H Quest Vanguard, Inc. facility in Pittsburgh, PA.
!  Last step to commercialization: 30 kg/hr pilot system.

NOW
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H Quest’s engineering-scale Wave Liquefaction™ 
pilot system in the high bay of the U-PARC facility

Present status and development plan 

Engineering system
!  Small reactor (2.45GHz)
!  Supports technology research 

and development
!  Allows quick evaluation of 

technical solutions
!  Limited by balance of plant

!  5 kg coal hopper
!  limited recovery system

!  Not yet production ready

Only one step needed to scale-up from the current 
(laboratory) to industrial reactor size (~ 100 barrel/day).

Upgrading the engineering system to 30 kg/hr (pilot) will 
diminish the technical risk of scaling up to demo plant.
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Project Activities and Deliverables
•  Deploy a Wave Liquefaction™ pilot system (30 kg/hr of coal / 2 barrel/

day liquid production with 330 kWh/barrel energy inputs)
•  Collect engineering data and execute endurance tests of the pilot 

system (up to 120 hours of continuous operation)
•  Perform feasibility testing of an industrial-scale prototype reactor
•  Prepare a commercialization package comprised of pre-FEED of the 

next deployment scale (100 bpd demonstration) plant, techno-economic 
analysis for 1,000-10,000 bpd deployments, and a detailed 
commercialization plan, including market studies.

Project Objectives
•  Advance Wave Liquefaction™ TRL from 4 to 6
•  Reduce commercial and eliminate key technical risks
•  Advance the process to the point of commercial deployment

Project Summary
Principal Investigator: Dr. James Strohm
Prime: H Quest Vanguard, Inc.
Key project team members:
•  thyssenkrupp Industrial Services
•  Penn State University
•  Gerling-Muegge / 
•  Gerling Applied Engineering, Inc.
•  Sulzer ChemTech

Total project cost: $4.5M
Team’s cost share: $2.0M

WAVE LIQUEFACTION™ PROCESS DEVELOPMENT AND DEMONSTRATION FOR THE 
CLEAN AND EFFICIENT MANUFACTURING OF CHEMICALS 

Technology Summary
•  Wave Liquefaction™ is a novel coal conversion technology applicable to a wide range of domestic 

coals, targeting production of fuels, chemicals, and carbon materials. It achieves rapid (< 1 
second residence times), high-throughput conversion at ambient pressure and relatively low 
bulk temperatures by creating localized reaction zones using focused microwave energy. 

•  Originally, the Wave Liquefaction™ technology was developed at a DOE National Lab with DARPA 
funding, targeting production of jet fuel from domestic coal resources with environmental and 
financial profile competitive with conventional petroleum processes. Break-even costs for coal-
derived synthetic crude oil lie in the $30-$45/barrel range depending on the coal and site specifics.

•  Conversion reactors are small, modular and are electrically driven. Unlike conversion processes of 
the past, Wave Liquefaction™ has no CO2 emissions or water consumption, enabling deployment 
of clean, efficient, small-scale processing plants directly at the mine sites.



Clean and efficient coal conversion technology opening new utilization 
pathways for domestic coal resources
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43 R&D team members 

Gerling Applied Engineering (GAE) is a wholly-owned 
subsidiary of Muegge GmbH –  the world leader in 
development, design, and fabrication of high-power 
microwave components.  
John Gerling is a technical advisor to H Quest Vanguard.

ThyssenKrupp-Uhde is one of the world’s leading 
engineering companies, has over 130 years experience in 
all aspects of coal handling and processing, and holds a 
sizeable portfolio of coal-to-liquids technologies. 

Sulzer is a leading supplier to chemical, refining, and related 
industries and has extensive experience and IP portfolio in 
mist/aerosol elimination and distillation/absorption columns 

Dr. Randy Vander Wal has extensive expertise in plasma 
diagnostics and characterizations of carbon materials and 
hydrocarbon liquids.  His group closely collaborates with H 
Quest on a number of proposals and projects. 
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44 Wave Liquefaction™ summary 

Conversion of U.S. coal into crude oil, fuels, and advanced materials:
!  Creates hundreds of thousands of new coal, energy, and manufacturing jobs 
!  Ensures America’s energy independence and national security
!  Unlocks the true, vast value of the 256 billion tons of U.S. coal reserves


Wave Liquefaction™ is a game changing technology:
!  Opens vast markets to American coal and is profitable at low oil prices 
!  Has virtually zero CO2 emissions or water consumption
!  Has lower capital costs and shorter deployment costs than alternatives
!  Requires no subsidies or government mandates at commercial scale




